
 DECOR F.A.Q 

 

Q - What décor is included in your package?

A – We have a HUGE amount of décor to choose from, in different styles!  Centre-peices including

log slices,  candle holders/votives,  vases,  Gypsophilia (Baby’s Breath flowers) ,  table scatters,  Table

plan Easel,  4 different Cake Stands (rustic polished Log or silver ones) ,  Card Box,  Chairs covers &

Sashes (around 70 different colours to choose from!) .

 

Q – Can I bring in my own décor?

A – Absolutely – mix & match with ours or use everything of your own, it ’s  entirely up to you!

 

Q - Are real candles allowed or battery operated only? 

A - Real candles are fine,  they just need to be housed in a vessel (we have a large selection of

tealight holders,  vintage style,  rustic or pastel colours included in your package) or if  you want to

bring your own no problem! If  you’re planning on Candelabras,  then they just need to have

something underneath them to catch any drips,  a mirrored tile is ideal and readily available online

or The Range etc?

 

Q - Is there a table that we can use for our card box etc? 

A - Absolutely – the table is big enough for your Card Box,  Cake Stand, Guest Book and any other

bits you might want such as Confetti ,  Photo Frames,  Memory Candle etc?

 

Q - Do you have an easel for Table Plan and/or Signage? 

A - Absolutely,  we have one in the Barn and also in the Marquee you can use free of charge – we

love a cute sign so go for it !

 

Q - We are yet to pick our colour scheme, we know you have décor available to us,  included in the

package,  what types do you have?

A – A lot!  There’s lots of choice that would go with any colours scheme, Vintage,  Rustic,  Pastels etc

etc.  When you have your meeting with us you can have a rummage around our plentiful “Décor

Shed” and choose as much or as l ittle as you want!

 

Q – Is there a room decor fee?

A – Not on our packages,  this is all  included.  If  you are going for a Bespoke quote (i .e smaller

number than our package on a weekday) then the fee is just £50, to cover wages to set up the Barn &

Marquee to your liking.

 

Q - Are there any restrictions on decor?

A - Very little!  We’re super flexible,  so if  you want your florist to create a floral display wrapped

around the Chandelier or Gallery Railings then go for it !  The only thing we ask is that you can’t  pin

or stick anything to the painted parts of the walls,  but with so many beams & wood to pin and stick

things too it ’s  never a problem! We don’t allow balloons in the Barn as if  they become unweighted

the ceiling is too high to retrieve them, but we do allow balloons in the Marquee area.  Mirrored

tiles underneath Chandeliers with live candles,  but that 's about it !


